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About This Game

Endzeit is an action survival shooter, with a focus on immersion, gunplay and freedom. Players have to cleanse the game world
of hundreds of roaming robots (sleepers) while fighting together or against each other.

Story:
A military project called the "Super Trooper" was meant to accelerate the outcome of the war and save millions of soldier's

lives. They where humanoid fighting robots designed to be cheaply produced in masses, with thick armor plates, a self
destructive explosive charge and capable of carrying heavy weapons and ammunitions. After years of massive losses on the

enemy side they started to deploy radar trailers in an attempt to disturb the robots communication systems. Being cut off from
the master computer, the Super Troopers entered a fail safe state, waiting in place to receive new orders while attacking

anything that came too close, not able to distinguish between friend, foe or civilian.

Key Features:
-Satisfying gunplay
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-Minimal HUD
-Vehicles

-Variety of different weapons and tools
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not a good game you cant really even start a farm. Great indie game, the graphics are not perfect but the gameplay is well done
and the story is ok. Definitely worth five dollars. I expected this to be a better game, but I was disappointed. 4/10. Fun. I loved
Rise of the Triad (remake) but it could have done with taking a note or two from this at least as far as the first person
platforming goes. Challenging but less obnoxious XD. The notes on the developement were inspiring.. I fell in love with this
game as much as I did the first one. Love the characters, story, graphics, and gameplay.

It has an autosave, but also lets you manual save if you want to exit. In-game hints if you want them (I didn't use it so not sure
how helpful it is, but probably similar to that of the first game).

If you haven't played the first Inner World I recommend playing that first, but both games are excellent classic point and clicks
with a great story. I highly recommend to all adventure gamers.. Amazing game would definitely recommend this game to
anyone who enjoys the souls-like genre.

pros:
-Amazing combat
-Hentai
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665-Huge immersive world
-Fluid animation

cons:
. NIce expansion pack :). Only spent an hour on it so far. Already super impressed (for VR). Already worth the money
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Graphics too intense, computer could not run. No updates since autumn 2018.. Okay, after all the wondering every ♥♥♥♥♥♥
chapter and struggling with finding the code for the elevator plus all the glitches in the game if you finish it, it is a pretty good
storyline after all and the are some pretty good jumpscares in the game as well.

pros:
-good jumpscares
-good storyline
-gives you the spoops
-decent graphics for a cheap game
-you need to think, because there are a lot of puzzles in the game
-saves your progress
-creepy music and good(scary) surroundings
-it is similar to cry of fear ( you will notice when you reach the end of the game if you have played cry of fear)

cons:
-only 1 save slot for the progress and you can't go back once you are already somewhere and you need to start a new game
-the save slot glitches sometimes and you need to start some levels all over again
-you die at certain places in the game just with no reason
-you need to think a lot just to find some codes and stuff
-a lot of glitchy stuff and chapters as whole
-you need to separate at least 1-2 hours from your time to finish the game, which is no longer than 15-20minutes

However i would recommend this game due to the reason that i had a lot of fun and it scared me, even though i had to spend 2
hours from my time to complete it.

If you are wondering around the game and you need any of the codes i have them, so do not hesitate to contact me for them :). 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tiLw747OP7U

Check out Video Review above!

So Unseen Diplomacy...long story short, I installed it and found my ply space was ALMOST large enough to play, but I couldn't
reach the first virtual keyboard as it was behind a wall. I refunded the game and thought of how cool it would have been to be
able to play further.

2 days later I had moved 3 computers a couch a TV and the entire Vive setup as even the very limited experience I had made me
realize I wanted to play more. Purchased again and LOVE it. Now I just wantr more content guys! Its a blast to watch my
friends fumble through the duct work and figure out the puzzles. Abslolutely recommend this if you have the space.. Game is
broken.
Timer locks up at 2.5 hrs pretty reliably.
I'm super dissatisfied with this purchase.. Fun little "old-shool platformer", definitely worth 1€ it's selling for at the
moment. I'll update the review when I play some more levels, but so far it seems well executed and bug-free.. Man I am
so glad this was part of season pass or it would have been a 100% skip.

The "Not Recommend" ONLY applies to this DLC, Not the Game Itself.

it is an odd Grind based DLC within a semi grind Game.. Pro:
You can do a few interesting stunts.

Cons:
It's not clear what to do in this game or how to progress. Needs better in-game instructions.
No air whatsoever. Even when you learn how to get any air at all, it's meh at best.
Viking gimmik is all but unexploited.
Only positive reviews because developers harass and bully anyone who leaves a negative review.
It has one now, cause I don't give a crap and they can go to #&@*!
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